
 

Rcopia4 Enhancements for Partners 
 

Updated User Interface (UI) 
Rcopia3 uses a text heavy UI workflow. 

Rcopia4 uses a modernized, icon-based look with an intuitive, customizable UI to mirror your EMR. 
We have reduced the text on screens, added more navigability, and applied other web design 
trends for improved workflows. 

 

New Patient Workflow 
Rcopia3 takes users through adding allergies and a default pharmacy if this information is missing. 
When the patient is accessed, the application will take you through entering in missing details prior 
to loading summary screen.  
 
Rcopia4 takes users directly to the Patient Summary screen and message displays at the top of the 
Patient Demographics section for missing allergies and default pharmacy. It will not require user to 
take action. 

 
Prescribing Functions 
Rcopia3 allows users to prescribe from the Medications section as well as the Manual Search and 
Favorites that can be used from the Prescribe a Medication box. 
 
Rcopia4 still allows prescribing from the active medication list (now in the Medications widget). 
However, the ability to create a manual prescription and select a favorite have been moved to the 
top of the screen. The colored buttons make these two easier to find.

 



 

Prescribing Controlled Substances Workflow 
Rcopia3 has users complete two-factor authentication on a separate screen (EPCS Gold). 
 
Rcopia4 has built the EPCS workflow into Rcopia so users can complete the two-factor 
authentication process from within Rcopia. 

 
Favorites 2.0 
Rcopia3 had limited management of Favorites that were stored as lists belonging to individual users 
despite how they were added (even when adding to the practice list or enterprise list). 
 
Rcopia4 has a new favorites system that allows for administrator-controlled practice and location 
favorites, personal favorites, and recent favorites. There are also improved searching and saving 
capabilities. 

 
 



 

Top Toolbar Improvements 
Rcopia3 displays many menu options and shortcuts in the top toolbar. 
 
Rcopia4 displays a new “hamburger menu” in the left top corner, which can be hovered over for 
menu options. 

 
 
 

Context Bar Added for Commonly Used Functions 
Rcopia3 feature not available in this release. 
 
Rcopia4 has a thin toolbar below the top toolbar that houses frequently used links such as a 
shortcut to return to the Patient Summary screen and prescribing options. 
 

 
 
  



 

Sidebar Toolbar for Additional Navigation 
Rcopia3 allows users to view all of the main patient information (allergies, diagnoses, etc.) from the 
Patient Summary screen. 
 
Rcopia4 displays the same Patient Summary as before but has an added toolbar on the right-hand 
side of the screen. This displays when users are not on the Patient Summary screen. The Patient 
Info, Allergies, Medications, Diagnoses, and Prescriptions can be viewed through the accessible 
windows. 

 
 
 

Deleting a Default Pharmacy 
Rcopia3 only allows users to delete a pharmacy from the Enter Details screen while prescribing. 
 
Rcopia4 allows users to delete pharmacies at any time from the Patient Summary screen. 

 


